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Summary 

Audit of Subrecipient Monitoring was approved in the Fiscal Year 2020 Internal Audit Plan by the 
Audit Committee of the Arizona Board of Regents (ABOR).  This audit supports Northern Arizona 
University’s (NAU / University) strategic goal of Stewardship by ensuring NAU manages and 
monitors compliance of subrecipients awarded federal funds and ensures monitoring is in 
accordance with Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for 
Federal Awards.  

Background:  The Office of Sponsored Projects (OSP) is the University’s centralized office 
responsible for authorizing extramural funding proposals submitted to sponsors, negotiating with 
sponsors and accepting awards.  To help with this endeavor, OSP has adopted a lifecycle 
management approach (see Figure 1) to research administration that includes managing proposals 
from the beginning, or ‘pre-award’ stage of a project, through the termination, or ‘closeout’ of a 
project,  as outlined in the Sponsored Project Lifecycle1 (see Exhibit A for details of  the lifecycle 
phases): 

 

OSP has the institutional responsibility for assuring ABOR, 
the public and the Federal government that the University 
has implemented proper oversight and internal controls to 
ensure fiscal and research accountability for its sponsored 
projects, including the activities of external subrecipient 
partners supporting that research. As the pass-through 
entity, NAU is obligated to ensure that subrecipients 
conduct their portion of sponsored projects in compliance 
with applicable laws, regulations, and terms and conditions 
of awards and subawards, including ensuring that  costs 
incurred by subrecipients are allowable, allocable, 
reasonable, and adequately documented.   
 

A subrecipient is a third-party entity that performs a portion 
of an externally funded NAU sponsored project.  
Subcontracts, subawards and subgrants made by NAU 

under federal grants, contracts and cooperative agreements are subject to subrecipient monitoring 
guidelines.  Likewise, subcontracts from other entities (universities, local government units, states, 
etc.)  funded by federal agencies are subject to the same regulations as federal awards made directly 
to NAU.  NAU has the responsibility throughout the life of an award to monitor the activities of 
subrecipients in accordance with the prime agreement to ensure that: 
 The awarded funds are expended in compliance with federal and state regulations and ABOR 

policies, 
 The project is implemented in accordance with the terms of the subrecipient agreement, and 
 The performance goals are achieved, and deliverables are submitted on a timely basis.  

 

1 OSP uses the following for research administration:  Cayuse is a cloud-based research management tool used to 
manage the proposal and award, PeopleSoft Financials is used to manage the project budget, including subrecipient 
expenditures, and the OSP server is used to store subrecipient documentation and worksheets to monitor subrecipient 
activity. 

Figure 1: Sponsored Project Lifecycle 
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The federal regulations that describe subrecipient monitoring are contained in the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) “Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit 
Requirements for Federal Awards”2.  While the federal requirements are general, they contain 
several core elements.  OSP Policy on Subrecipient Monitoring, NAU’s Subrecipient Monitoring 
Guidelines incorporate these core elements in a manner designed to encourage a team approach 
between OSP and the respective NAU departments (see Exhibit B for the core elements and 
subrecipient monitoring guidelines specific to OSP and NAU departments). 

The following charts summarize the total number of sponsored project awards and related or 
supporting subrecipient awards activated during FY2020 and FY2019: 

 
The following chart details Total Sub Awards Out (from the schedule above) by research category 
for FY2020 and FY2019. 

 
 

2 See the full guidance related to the Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for 
Federal Awards at the Electronic Code of Federal Regulations under Title 2 > Subtitle A > Chapter II > Part 200 at 
ecfr.gov. 
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Audit Objective: Determine if NAU evaluates risk of non-compliance by subrecipients of NAU grants 
and monitors subrecipients in accordance with Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost 
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards. 

Scope: We obtained an understanding of and analyzed procedures and controls applied by 
Research, including the OSP, to ensure subrecipients and subawardees of NAU sponsored research 
are properly monitored in accordance with the applicable Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost 
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards.  We focused on procedures and controls 
related to subrecipients as of March 31, 2020. 

Methodology:  The following procedures were performed to accomplish the audit objective: 
 Reviewed Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for 

Federal Awards regulations as publicized by the OMB. 
 Reviewed and analyzed all relevant NAU policies and OSP policies, procedures and processes 

related to subrecipient monitoring. 
 Reviewed documentation, guidance and tools developed and used by OSP. 
 Validated the proposal and award process and related monitoring controls implemented over a 

sample of subrecipients designated as human subject, animal subject or foreign subrecipients. 
 Reviewed required subrecipient documentation, invoice payment processes and financial activity 

reports. 
 Completed an analysis of subawards issued compared to total research awards as well as the 

related human resources used in OSP to manage and monitor subrecipients. 
 Surveyed NAU principal investigators to expand our analysis of subrecipient monitoring 

processes and other aspects of subrecipient oversight. 

The audit was conducted in accordance with the International Standards for the Professional 
Practice of Internal Auditing promulgated by the Institute of Internal Auditors and accordingly, 
included such tests considered necessary under the circumstances. 

Conclusion:  
 

Controls 
Assessed 

0 10 5 
 

Subawards account for 10% and 16% of NAU’s total sponsored research awards for 
FY2020 and FY2019, respectively. The importance of properly and adequately 
monitoring subrecipients is thereby significant.  While substantial support information 
is available on the OSP website for reference by NAU research faculty and staff, 
organization of that information could be updated to improve clarity of direction in the 
subrecipient identification, activation and monitoring processes.  Additionally, 
documentation used in the subrecipient process is primarily manual and thereby void 
of the benefits provided by automation, including edit controls that ensure: 
 All forms are completed and processed accurately, 
 Required documentation is provided and maintained as part of award set up and 

monitoring of subrecipients, and   
 Document retention is efficiently managed to avoid the current redundancy evident in 

having duplicate or inconsistent copies across multiple systems (i.e., Cayuse proposal 
system, the OSP server and PeopleSoft Financials).  

Finally, a well-structured cohesive team approach that includes consistent tools / 
resources and training could provide greater efficiencies for managing subrecipient 
monitoring activities.  The improvement opportunities and related solutions identified 
in this report are focused on maturing existing processes to help ensure regulatory 
compliance on the part of NAU and its research team.
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Observations:    

 OSP has experienced notable employee turnover over the past three years, including 
management level positions, which can cause shifting priorities and negatively impact the ability 
to implement consistent processes as leadership expectations change.  The following three-year 
trend reflects personnel available specifically for subrecipient monitoring: 

 
 As part of the OGEI Service Delivery initiative, the Research Service Delivery Team will include 

OSP-related activities and duties specific to subrecipients, which will improve oversight at every 
level of the subrecipient process. 

 Different systems are used to manage subrecipient projects from the ‘pre-award’ stage to 
‘closeout’.  Cayuse is used to manage the proposal and award, the OSP server is used to store 
emails and documents related to proposals, awards and financial reports and PeopleSoft 
Financials is used to capture budget and expense activity.  Further, Tableau is used to provide a 
summary / dashboard of projects to PIs.  Emails summarizing grant activity are provided by OSP 
Fund Managers to PIs.  OSP is considering a future evaluation of the costs and benefits of 
switching from Cayuse to what could be offered by use of a PeopleSoft Financials’ facility (Grant 
Module) to further improve the management of sponsored projects from pre-award to closeout. 

 Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) policies reference specific individuals who 
are no longer employed at the University and the IACUC Protocol Form downloads as a Word 
document in draft (track changes) mode.  These policies are independent of OSP policies. 

We identified five areas of improvement as summarized below and detailed in the Audit Results 
section of this report: 
 A review of the existing procedures and processes to identify improvements could create efficiencies that 

allow for timely and improved monitoring of subrecipients.  
 Improved reporting of subrecipient activity should allow for timely monitoring and promote the balance of 

research growth with risks posed by subrecipients. 
 Providing better coordination between the OSP conflict of interest identification process in the Cayuse 

system and the conflict of interest data collected through the NAU eCERT process, and establishing a 
research ethics “hotline” could result in better conflict of interest and commitment and compliance 
oversight.  

 Monitoring subrecipient invoices prior to payment processing could ensure proper certifications are clearly 
stated.  Implementing a periodic overall review of the Daily Log and / or pursuing a more efficient process 
for PI invoice approval could also improve related compliance and efficiency. 

 Requiring timely project reconciliations could provide better accountability for financial management of 
grants and ensure internal controls are working effectively. 

Separately, we suggested pursuit of a training program involving the three ABOR universities to 
continue / improve the training needed to keep apprised of research best practices, regulations, and 
especially subrecipient monitoring requirements, as budget restrictions may  limit training 
opportunities generally available for the research area. 
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The control standards considered, related control environment assessment and any related 
improvement opportunities (IO) identified are summarized in the following table. 
 

General Control Standard 
(The bulleted items are internal control objectives that apply to the 
 general control standards and will differ for each audit.)

Control 
Environment/ 
Assessment 

IO 
No. 

Page 
No. 

Reliability and Integrity of Financial and Operational Information:    

 A NAU strategic initiative focused on its research mission and a Research strategic 
plan are evident. 

   

 Overall reporting of subrecipient activity exists to monitor risks and opportunities.  2 8 

 Subrecipient grant activities are accurately and completely reported and closed-out.  4, 5 11, 12

 Invoices from subrecipients are properly reviewed for compliance and timely paid.  4 11 

Safeguarding of Assets: 

 Systems used in the proposal and awards for subrecipients are backed-up.    

Effectiveness and Efficiency of Operations: 

 A system exists to manage the proposal routing for review and approval.    

 A system exists to manage and monitor grant activity and subrecipient requirements.  1 6 

 Conflict of interest is timely identified and properly managed.  3 9 

Compliance with Laws and Regulations: 

 Human and animal subject subrecipients receive the proper approval from their 
respective regulators. 

   

 Policies and procedures are implemented to address subrecipient monitoring 
compliance. 

 1 6 

 All research subject to subrecipient monitoring requirements are identified.  2 8 
 All research subject to subrecipient monitoring is monitored to ensure applicable 

compliance. 
 1, 2 6, 8 

 Required records supporting compliance are maintained.  1 6 
 Procedures with supporting evidence exist to ensure that potential or current 

subrecipients are not on the Excluded Parties List system.
 1 6 

 Compliance training is provided and tracked to ensure individuals understand and 
implement subrecipient monitoring compliance requirements. 

   

 

Legend:  
Reasonably Strong Controls In Place  

Opportunity for Improvement  
Significant Opportunity for Improvement  

 
We appreciate the assistance and cooperation provided by the leadership and staff of the Office of the Vice 
President for Research, the Office of Sponsored Projects, the Office of Research Compliance and NAU’s 
principal investigators currently leading sponsored research subject to subrecipient regulations. 
 

   
Karletta Jones, CPA, CIA 
Senior Internal Auditor 

Northern Arizona University 
(928) 523-4136 

karletta.jones@nau.edu 

 Robin Mosness, MS, MS 
Senior Internal Auditor 

Northern Arizona University 
(928) 523-6459 

robin.mosness@nau.edu

 Mark P. Ruppert, CPA, CIA, CISA 
Chief Audit Executive 

Northern Arizona University 
(928) 523-6438 

mark.ruppert@nau.edu
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

 1. A review of the existing procedures and processes to identify improvements could create 
efficiencies that allow for timely and improved monitoring of subrecipients. 

Solution:  OSP management will review the existing procedures and processes to identify a cohesive 
process aligned with its aforementioned lifecycle management approach for: 

 Communicating compliance requirements; 
 Implementing a structured document storage protocol used by all Research staff with training to 

emphasize form completion requirements; 
 Automating redundant processes, including forms;  
 Establishing reminders complimented with a checklist for monitoring and reporting requirements for 

subrecipient monitoring as well as internal review procedures; and   
 Updating the OSP website to remove unnecessary forms, identify required forms and correct links that 

do not reflect intended information. 

Responsible Parties: 

Stacia Levy, OSP Assistant Vice President 

Renita Wiley, OSP Director 

Kerwin Lawrence, OSP Sr. Sponsored Projects Officer 

Ivan Ochsner, OSP Sponsored Projects Officer 

Adam Bradley, OSP Business Process Specialist 

Implementation Date: 

December 31, 2020 

DETAILS: 

Condition:    There is a myriad of information related to sponsored projects maintained on the OSP website. 
However, the information is not structured in an organized way that clearly defines the expectations in each 
phase of the OSP’s lifecycle management approach (See Exhibit A for more lifecycle details): 

 
Several links on the OSP web pages do not reflect the 
intended information and the Request to Issue a Subaward 
form, which is no longer used by OSP, is an active link on the 
OSP website.  Several forms specific to subrecipients  are 
maintained on the OSP website that may or may not be 
required to issue a subaward (see the main form, NAU 
Subrecipient Commitment Form, at Exhibit C); however, the 
intended purpose and requirements of subrecipient forms is 
not clear.  Given this structure of NAU research guidance, 
testing and analysis disclosed challenges and issues related 
to inconsistent procedures, incomplete documentation, 
confusing requirements and lack of overall team approach as 
follows: 
 

Inconsistent Procedures:  

 The Subrecipient Risk Analysis Tool was not performed 
for several subrecipients in our sample.  Guidance is limited 

and unclear in the event a high risk subrecipient is identified and lacks connection to a process specific 
to subrecipients identified as high risk due to technical- or financial-related risks. 
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

 The following are instrumental to subrecipient monitoring but a formal process for periodic review does 
not exist: 
o The Internal Processing Form – Application for Grant, Contract or Cooperative Agreement used in 

Cayuse is an electronic routing form used to capture project information (i.e. funding agency, 
investigator / research team, project budget, conflict of interest information, etc.).  However, the 
Cayuse approver listing that is set-up as part of the Internal Processing Form is not periodically 
reviewed to ensure it includes all appropriate approvers.  Further, guidance does not exist on what 
projects require approval from the Vice President for Research. 

o The comprehensive guides (UG Comprehensive Reference Guide and PI Reference Guide) are 
not routinely reviewed to ensure relevant and accurate information is communicated to the 
intended audience. 

 

Incomplete Documentation: 

 The NAU Subrecipient Commitment Form was not fully completed for several subrecipients in our 
sample and does not require NAU’s approval.  Edit features are not available in the existing manual 
process that would help ensure forms are complete and contain the proper approvals. 
o Documentation required in various sections of the NAU Subrecipient Commitment Form are not 

scanned with the form to ensure all documentation is kept together and evidences the review by 
OSP.   

o Informed Consent forms required for human subjects research and IACUC approvals required for 
animal subjects research were not included in Cayuse or the OSP server for sampled 
subrecipients.  However, we noted that NAU was compliant in terms of ensuring human subjects 
acknowledged informed consent as the related documentation was evident in IRB files. 

 We could not locate the Subcontractor vs. Vendor Determination Form for the subrecipients in our 
sample. 

 Although our testing did not identify sanctioned / barred individuals / entities, documentation to support 
sanctions / barred verifications performed by OSP were not evident.  

 The audit certification form was included as a link on the OSP website, but there was no evidence of its 
use.  Although a folder exists on the OSP server to obtain A-133 responses and related audit reports 
from subrecipients, a process does not exist to review the overall responses related to the intent of this 
form / exercise. 

Confusing Requirements: 

 Two formats related to the subrecipient agreement are used by OSP.  One format requires technical / 
progress reports be provided to the PI as well as OSP.  The other format requires the technical / 
progress reports only be provided to the PI.  

Lack of Overall Team Approach 

Four teams, assigned to various NAU colleges and programs, are involved in the various phases of the 
sponsored project lifecycle from the pre-award stage to the closeout stage (see OSP employee stats under 
Observations at page 4).  While resources and tools are made available to these teams, a consistent process 
and expectation does not exist among these teams, as noted by the following observations: 
 While a consistent layout of folders exists, most folders are empty, house duplicate information or create 

a circular reference. 
 A checklist to manage subrecipients from set-up through monitoring to eventual closeout does not exist.  
 While on-the-go training is provided and a desk manual exists, the desk manual is in draft form and is 

not formally organized on the OSP server.  A periodic review of the desk manual that includes team 
feedback is not performed.   
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

 
Supporting these observations were themes identified in the comments made by NAU PIs in response to a 
survey conducted by Internal Audit, first summarized by the general nature of the comments followed by 
some specific notable themes: 

 

 A consistent process defining expectations and required documentation does not exist. 

 A plethora of information exists but then must be deciphered and is subject to interpretation. 

 OSP teams specialize in their areas, but lack consistent procedures / processes among all teams, 
which means PIs are not able to get their questions answered quickly. 

 PIs tend to rely on their own staff rather than OSP staff. 

Criteria:  Good business practices support up-to-date and clearly articulated policies and procedures to 
ensure consistency in the application of key processes and internal controls used to support and maintain an 
effective compliance monitoring program. 

Organized layouts of workpaper filing systems allow for efficient navigation by staff.  Consistent procedures 
allow for expectations in what forms are required in setting up a subaward. 

Cause:   OSP website structure does not render an organized format providing current and relevant 
information.  A process to periodically review the website to ensure information is accurate has not been 
formalized. Consistent processes that include a checklist to manage projects from proposal to award 
monitoring have not been developed.  Pursuing the opportunity to automate redundant processes and forms 
in the OSP subrecipient process has been limited due to competing priorities and limited staffing. 

Effect / Impact:  Consistency in processes and expectations for responsibilities could be compromised 
resulting in an inability to support effective monitoring and compliance. 

 

 2. Improved reporting of subrecipient activity would allow for timely monitoring and promote the 
balance of research growth with risks posed by subrecipients. 

Solution:  OSP Management will review existing OSP policy and procedures and incorporate adequate 
processes.   
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

Responsible Parties: 

Stacia Levy, OSP Assistant Vice President 

Renita Wiley, OSP Director 

Kerwin Lawrence, OSP Sr. Sponsored Projects Officer 

Ivan Ochsner, OSP Sponsored Projects Officer

Implementation Date: 

December 31, 2020 

DETAILS: 

Condition:    There is no annual analysis of subrecipients to identify those requiring further scrutiny per OSP 
policy (see criteria below).  Reporting does not exist that breaks down the type of subawards issued and the 
overall performance of subrecipients against the terms of the subaward agreements (i.e., required progress, 
technical reports and / or financial status reports received, invoicing requirements, conflict of interest, A-133 
reporting, etc.). 

Criteria:  OSP Policy on Subrecipient Monitoring, NAU’s Subrecipient Monitoring Guidelines, states: “On an 
annual basis, the Office of Sponsored Projects will review all active subrecipients for which monitoring is 
required and conduct additional review of those needing further scrutiny.  Some of the factors used to 
determine the amount of scrutiny applied include: 

 Prior Experience with the Subrecipient, a New Subrecipient, an Inexperienced Subrecipient, A 
Subrecipient with a History of Noncompliance are all factors impacting the level of monitoring required 
– Organizations which exhibit any of the characteristics may require additional monitoring. 

 Subrecipient Location – Remoteness from NAU may mandate additional monitoring.  There may also 
be additional risk for foreign subrecipients requiring additional monitoring. 

 Type of Organization – Organizations not subject to Single Audit will require additional and different 
monitoring. 

 Percentage Passed Through – The larger the percentage of award passed through, the greater the 
need for monitoring. 

 Subrecipient’s Systems and Administrative Operations 

Upon identification of all subrecipients, appropriate monitoring actions will be taken to ensure compliance 
with subcontract performance, financial terms and condition and all applicable federal rules and regulations.  
OSP will coordinate these actions to avoid duplication of effort. 

In addition to routine monitoring procedures, OSP will work with PIs and departmental/center administrators 
to establish channels of communications with subrecipients that require further scrutiny.  Administrators at 
such subrecipient sites may be required to complete questionnaires for NAU to document internal controls 
and grant management procedures.  Subrecipients not subject to Single Audit may be required to submit 
additional supporting documentation if circumstances warrant.” 

Cause:  Policy review has not been prioritized to ensure procedures are consistent with policy requirements. 

Effect / Impact:  Procedures are not consistent with policy which could result in approving subrecipients that 
pose risks to NAU’s research reputation. 

 
3. Providing better coordination between the OSP conflict of interest (COI) identification process 

in the Cayuse system and the conflict of interest data collected through the NAU eCERT 
process, and establishing a research ethics “hotline” could result in better conflict of interest 
and commitment and compliance oversight. 
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

Solution:  After reviewing this opportunity in light of NAU management awareness of the need for change to 
certain aspects of NAU’s COI / eCERT process and Internal Audit’s planned audit of the eCERT process in 
the coming fiscal year, a formal solution will not be pursued at this time.  This matter will be re-assessed in 
conjunction with the audit of the entire process to ensure changes are not implemented in Research that may 
conflict with or otherwise require subsequent re-work based on the results of the full eCERT audit. However, 
in the meantime: 

 A form to capture conflict of interest information is currently a project in the ITS Project Management team 
scheduled for Fall 2020 implementation.     

 Research Compliance will work with General Counsel and Internal Audit to identify possible approaches 
to implementing either a research specific or NAU-wide ethics and fraud hotline or other anonymous 
reporting mechanism. 

Responsible Parties: 

David Faguy, Office of Research Compliance AVP 

Mark Ruppert, Internal Audit Chief Audit Executive 

Implementation Date: 

Not Applicable 

DETAILS: 

Condition:    Currently, there is a separate process used by OSP to help identify conflicts of interest or 
commitment on the part of researchers when they submit proposals through the Cayuse system. Separately, 
as required of all NAU employees, including NAU researchers, annual surveys must be completed via the 
eCERT system to help ensure identification of any activities, relationships, etc. that could pose a real or 
potential conflict of interest.  Reporting exists from HR to Research on eCERT disclosures by researchers 
and related personnel.  However, our comparison of records between HR and Research disclosed variances.

The former AVP for OSP, prior to his departure last fall, maintained COI documentation for disclosures 
submitted through Cayuse.  Since his departure, Research Compliance has been working on identifying new 
cases, excluding historic cases.  As a result, Research has no centralized knowledge of all conflicts and any 
related conflict management plans. 

Additionally, the COI oversight monitoring process lacks a control ensuring that conflict management plans 
are properly monitored through life of the conflict when researchers and / or the administrative and academic 
supervisors change departments or roles.  In these cases, there is no process ensuring that the newly 
assigned academic and / or administrative supervisors are aware of the conflict management plans and the 
requirements of their new oversight role. 

Criteria: National Institutes of Health (NIH) requires recipient institutions and investigators (except Phase I 
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) / Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) applicants and 
recipients) to comply with the requirements of 42 CFR 50, Subpart F, "Responsibility of Applicants for 
Promoting Objectivity in Research for which [Public Health Service] PHS Funding is Sought" (Financial 
Conflict of Interest (FCOI) Regulation), as implemented in the 2011 Final Rule for grants and cooperative 
agreements. 

Further, the NAU eCERT Program states: “Northern Arizona University (NAU), as a public institution, seeks 
to ensure that its faculty, staff, and administrators, carry out their responsibilities with integrity and 
demonstrate the ethical behavior expected of public employees.”  As such, all NAU employees, including all 
research personnel, are responsible for annually disclosing activities and relationships that could actually or 
be perceived to compromise integrity and ethical behavior. 
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

Cause:  OSP turnover and the lack of process review identifying process breakdowns or missed handoffs 
seems to be the likely cause. 

Effect / Impact:  Conflicts could go unaddressed and / or unmanaged, which could result in potential financial 
loss, compliance lapse and negative media attention where such conflicts inappropriately benefit the parties 
involved.  

 

 
4. Monitoring subrecipient invoices prior to payment processing could ensure proper 

certifications are clearly stated.  Implementing a periodic overall review of the Daily Log and / 
or pursuing a more efficient process for PI invoice approval could also improve related 
compliance and efficiency. 

Solution:  OSP will communicate to the PI and their staff the expectation that all subrecipient invoices are 
first remitted to OSP Fund Managers.  Fund Managers should ensure proper certifications are provided before 
invoices are processed for payment.  Further, OSP will implement a process to review the daily log 
periodically and will research available technology, including the Docusign Tool, to help with PI invoice 
approval. 

Responsible Parties: 

Stacia Levy, OSP Assistant Vice President 

Renita Wiley, OSP Director 

Kerwin Lawrence, OSP Sr. Sponsored Projects Officer 

Ivan Ochsner, OSP Sponsored Projects Officer 

Implementation Date: 

December 31, 2020 

DETAILS: 

Condition:    A sample of subrecipient invoices tested were submitted for payment without the proper 
certification for expenditures.  Additionally, a sample of invoices were paid beyond 30 days from the receipt 
date of the invoice.  Based on the table below, we noted an increase in late payments for fiscal year 2020 
over fiscal year 2019.   

 

While the Daily Log access database is used to manage subrecipient payments, it is a manual process that 
requires various positions in OSP to enter dates and send and track emails to PIs or PI administrator contacts.  
Currently, there is no comprehensive review of the daily log. 

Criteria: OMB Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal 
Awards, §200.415, Required certifications, states: “Required certifications include: (a) To ensure that 
expenditures are proper and in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Federal award and approved 
project budgets, the annual and final fiscal reports or vouchers requesting payment under the agreements 
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

must include a certification, signed by an official who is authorized to legally bind the non-Federal entity, 
which reads as follows: “By signing this report, I certify to the best of my knowledge and belief that the report 
is true, complete, and accurate, and the expenditures, disbursements and cash receipts are for the purposes 
and objectives set forth in the terms and conditions of the Federal award. I am aware that any false, fictitious, 
or fraudulent information, or the omission of any material fact, may subject me to criminal, civil or 
administrative penalties for fraud, false statements, false claims or otherwise. U.S. Code Title 18, Section 
1001, and Title 31, Sections 3729-3730 and 3801-3812).”” 

OSP Policy on Subrecipient Monitoring, NAU’s Subrecipient Monitoring Guidelines, states: “The Office of 
Sponsored Projects (OSP) is responsible for obtaining and verifying the following information when reviewing 
sponsored proposals. This includes: 

Ensuring all subcontracts include a clause requiring subrecipient’s invoices to state that costs are in 
compliance with Uniform Guidance and/or the sponsor’s requirements.” 

OMB Uniform Guidance 2 CFR 200.305(b)(3) states: “When the reimbursement method is used, the Federal 
awarding agency or pass-through entity must make payment within 30 calendar days after receipt of the 
billing, unless the Federal awarding agency or pass-through entity reasonably believes the request to be 
improper.” 

Cause:    Due to competing priorities and limited staff, efforts to automate PI invoice approval have not been 
pursued. It also appears likely that COVID-19 had some impact on processing throughput. 

Effect / Impact:  Without proper certifications from subrecipients, NAU is unable to certify that it fully meets 
the terms and conditions of the Federal awards. Invoices may be processed for payment prior to the 
subrecipient monitoring required by OSP staff. Invoices not paid in accordance with OMB Uniform Guidance 
could result in poor reputation, lost sponsorship, etc.

 

 5. Requiring timely project reconciliations could provide better accountability for financial 
management of grants and ensure internal controls are working effectively. 

Solution:  As of June 2020, the OSP Fund Manager is the designated individual required to reconcile the 
grant activity to ensure the grant is properly monitored and timely closed out.  OSP will provide the grant 
activity to PIs monthly as opposed to the previous quarterly reports. Further, OSP will determine the best 
approach for ensuring departments are held accountable if grant closeouts are not completed timely with 
unsatisfactory results elevated to the next level that will likely involve the Vice President for Research, 
department chairs, and where necessary, deans. 

Responsible Parties: 

Stacia Levy, OSP Assistant Vice President 

Renita Wiley, OSP Director 

Kerwin Lawrence, OSP Sr. Sponsored Projects Officer 

Ivan Ochsner, OSP Sponsored Projects Officer 

Implementation Date: 

December 31, 2020 

DETAILS: 

Condition:    One grant project that ended in February 2019 reflects Total Personnel Services in excess of 
the approved budget and Total Non-Personnel Services under the approved budget, resulting in a net deficit 
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Audit Results: Improvement Opportunities & Solutions 

balance. Expenditures in excess of the approved budget were not timely transferred out of the project general 
ledger and appropriately posted in the correct fiscal year.  While our subrecipient sample did not include more 
instances, OSP management highlighted the need for improvement in this area is necessary. 

Criteria: OSP Projects Cost Transfer Policy for Federally Sponsored Projects, Cost Transfer Time Period, 
states: “All cost transfers should be made within 90 days of the original charge or initially recorded charge. 
The 90-day time period begins at the end of the accounting month that the original or initially recorded charge 
is posted in the general ledger. This transfer period runs until the transfer request is received in OSP. The 
deadline of 90 days is the standard used by the federal agencies and its auditors to determine whether costs 
are reasonably charged to their project appropriately. It is a standard established in federal regulations and 
grant policies. It is critical that all transaction reports for the federally funded projects be reconciled in a timely 
manner each month in order to facilitate the timely submission of cost transfers. Only in extenuating 
circumstances, will a cost transfer be appropriate beyond the 90-day period. The transfers will be reviewed 
under scrutiny and may need further justification and additional approvals.” 

Cause:  Routine review and general ledger reconciliation of grant activities is not required by OSP. 

Effect / Impact:   Untimely closing of awards could negatively impact the University, resulting in audit findings 
and questionable internal control procedures. 
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Exhibit A 
Sponsored Project Lifecycle 

 
 Find Funding – Once a research idea is born, the first step in any sponsored project is locating a source of 

funding for the research project.  NAU uses GrantForward, which is a database of grants from over 13,000 
sponsors updated daily to allow for efficient searching of grant monies.  The OSP website also provides links 
and information for federal, state, private and intramural funding sources 

 Proposal Development – A well-written and skillfully prepared research proposal is crucial to the success of 
an application for research funding.  The OSP website has resources that help with developing the proposal 
that include sponsor requirements / deadlines, etc., cost sharing and institutional base salary. 

 Proposal Submission – Cayuse Sponsored Projects (SP) provides a single point of entry for proposal data 
and any documents that are required for internal review.  Cayuse 424 has been used since 2011 for grants.gov 
proposal submissions.  Cayuse SP builds on and is integrated with Cayuse 424 to provide pre-award and 
non-financial post-award sponsored projects administration.  Cayuse SP is the repository for institutional 
proposal and award data, with nearly twenty-five years of legacy data now available to NAU users.  This 
extensive data repository will allow investigators to view and create reports on their pending proposals and 
awards; and chairs, deans / directors, and other administrators to view and create reports on pending 
proposals and awards in their departments/units and colleges. 

 Award Setup – In order for the project team (PI, department administrator, researchers) to begin drawing 
funds on a sponsored award, certain steps must be taken in order to set up the account or authorize pre-
award spending.  The terms and conditions must be reviewed before the notice of grant award is accepted.  
Once the award is accepted a Grants and Contracts Administrator collaborates with the Post Award 
Administrator to initiate the account set-up / modification process in the PeopleSoft Financial System. 

 Project Management – Managing the regulatory and fiduciary responsibilities of sponsored research funds 
is a complex undertaking as this funding is highly regulated.  Additionally, there are multiple internal parties 
involved and many phases within the “life cycle of an award” from searching for funding opportunities to setting 
up the account to monitoring of expenditures to reporting and closing out the account.  Proper stewardship 
results in the effective management of public funds to maximize research outcomes and higher standards of 
research integrity.  Managing these funds properly also decreases the likelihood for significant cases of fraud, 
institutional mismanagement, and poor management of federal funds.  Some resources available on the OSP 
website include: 

a. Audit of Sponsored Projects 
b. Budget Modifications 
c. Effort Distribution Reports 
d. Equipment 
e. No-Cost Extension 
f. NSF Sexual Harassment Reporting Process 
g. Paid Absences and Fringe Benefits 
h. Participant Support Costs 

 Project Closeout – There are various activities associated with closing out a sponsored project or award.  
There are usually reporting obligations to the sponsor, financial reconciliations, forms and reports for the 
institution, and account closeout tasks that must be completed.  Closing an award out is a collective process 
with close communication between the PI and / or department and the Office of Sponsored Projects.  The 
Final Expense Report (FER) was created to enable this process to be streamlined, efficient, provide direction 
with the result of a clean close out within the 90-day window of time allowed by most sponsors.  As the project 
nears the end date, it is important to review all costs, remove any unallowable charges, and update cording 
for any recurring charges. 
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Exhibit B 
OSP Policy on Subrecipient Monitoring 

Federal Regulations (summarized) 
The federal requirements in this area are general but contain the following core elements: 

 Ensure that potential or current subrecipients are not on the Excluded Parties List system. 

 Advise subrecipients of all applicable federal requirements by including the appropriate flow-down provisions 
from the prime agreement. 

 Oversee routine receipt and review of technical performance reports included in progress reports and address 
any noted deficiencies. 

 Compare subrecipient expenses to budget. 

 Conduct on-site visits and / or maintain regular contact. 

 Perform audits, if / as necessary. 

 Review of single audit reports to determine if any findings pertain to the subrecipient relationship. 

 Consider subrecipient interdictions in those instances where the subrecipient shows continued inability or 
unwillingness to have required audits or correct instances of noncompliance. 

 Perform a periodic risk assessment analysis for subrecipients. 
 
NAU’s Subrecipient Monitoring Guidelines (summarized) 
The Office of Sponsored Projects (OSP) is responsible for obtaining and verifying the following information when 
reviewing sponsored proposals. This includes: 

 Verifying and obtaining F&A and fringe benefit rates for potential subrecipients. 
 Verifying that proposal budget information is correct and comprised of allowable costs. 
 Verifying that potential subrecipient proposals have the proper approvals by authorized officials at the 

subrecipient organization. 
 Ensuring that the subrecipients proposal has the approval of the Principal Investigator (PI) and appropriate 

department and school officials at NAU. 
 Ensuring that subrecipients are not on the debarment or exclusion listings prior to executing a new subcontract 

or entering into a renewal agreement for an existing subcontract. 
 Ensuring that subrecipient agreements on federal awards include the federal agency and the Catalog of Federal 

Domestic Assistance (CFDA) number as required by the OMB Single Audit / Circular A-133. 
 Ensuring that subrecipient agreements on federal awards include the Data Universal Numbering System 

(DUNS) identifier for all sub-awardees as required by the Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency 
Act of 2006 

 Ensuring all subcontracts include a clause requiring subrecipient’s invoices to state that costs are in compliance 
with Uniform Guidance and / or the sponsor’s requirements 

 Ensuring that subrecipient agreements include appropriate conflict of interest language and state whether 
financial conflict of interest requirements of the subrecipient or grantee apply.  

 
On an annual basis, the Office of Sponsored Projects will review all active subrecipients for which monitoring is required 
and conduct additional review of those needing further scrutiny. Upon identification of all subrecipients, appropriate 
monitoring actions will be taken to ensure compliance with subcontract performance, financial terms and conditions 
and all applicable federal rules and regulations. OSP will coordinate these actions to avoid duplication of effort.  
 
In addition to routine monitoring procedures, OSP will work with PIs and departmental / center administrators to 
establish channels of communications with subrecipients that require further scrutiny. Administrators at such 
subrecipient sites may be required to complete questionnaires for NAU to document internal controls and grant 
management procedures. Subrecipients not subject to Single Audit may be required to submit additional supporting 
documentation if circumstances warrant. 
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Exhibit B 
OSP Policy on Subrecipient Monitoring (continued) 

 
Departmental / Center Subrecipient Monitoring Procedures (summarized)  
The frequency and scope of departmental/center monitoring procedures should be determined by the responsible PI, 
department chair / center director and departmental / center administrator in coordination with OSP. A “risk based” 
approach is recommended utilizing the guidelines as stated above.  
 
PIs, departmental/center administrators, department chairs / center directors and OSP must incorporate the following 
monitoring procedures: 

 Review of Technical Performance Reports  
 Review of Invoices  
 Confirmation of Compliance with Uniform Guidance / Sponsor Requirements  
 Approval of Invoices by PI and Departmental/Center Administrator  
 Clarification of Invoiced Charges  
 On-site Visits  
 Audits  
 Single Audit Compliance Confirmation  
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Exhibit C 
NAU Subrecipient Commitment Form 
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Exhibit C 

NAU Subrecipient Commitment Form (continued) 
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Exhibit C 
NAU Subrecipient Commitment Form (continued) 
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Exhibit C 

NAU Subrecipient Commitment Form (continued) 

 

 


